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Thank you for downloading this sample
of The Goldfish Boy Book Unit. Other
book units may be found at
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Gay-Miller

This unit contains graphic organizers for an
interactive notebook and game activities covering
vocabulary, comprehension questions, constructed
response writing, and skill practice. I hope your
students enjoy a book study using the engaging
method of using interactive notebooks. Get the
unit here.

The Goldfish Boy
by Lisa Thompson

Genre ~ Mystery and Suspense
Interest Level ~ Grades 5-8
Grade level Equivalent: 5
Lexile Measure®: 750L
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Vocabulary List
Chapter 1 — The Arrival
cardigan (noun) - a sweater that opens like a jacket and that is fastened in the front
with buttons
synonyms:

jersey, jumper

Melody picked at the wool on the sleeve of her black cardigan as she walked along,
stopping every three steps for the little dog to catch up with her.
°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸ ><(((('>
Chapter 2 — My Secret Box
conservatory (noun) - a room or building with glass walls and a glass roof that is used
for growing plants
synonyms:

greenhouse, hothouse, glasshouse

Until recently the conservatory had housed a wicker sofa and matching armchairs, but
they’d been replaced with a new pool table.
°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸ ><(((('>
Chapter 3 — The Pond
escalate (verb) - to become worse or to make (something) worse or more severe
synonyms:

intensify, worsen, increase, accelerate, go from bad to worse, grow
rapidly

One speck of dirt can quickly escalate to a whole infection, nobody realizes that. These
things have a domino effect, and if I’m not careful I could be cleaning all day.
°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸ ><(((('>
Chapter 4 — What Do We Do About Matthew?
episode (noun) - an event or a short period of time that is important or unusual
synonyms:

incident, affair, chapter, event, occurrence, period, experience

I had decided not to say anything about the pond episode or the tapping on my wall.
°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸ ><(((('>
Chapter 5 — Dr. Kerr
obliterate (verb) - to destroy (something) completely so that nothing is left
synonyms:

demolish, eliminate, eradicate, abolish, wipe out, reduce to nothing

He kept his head down, writing, and then Mum suddenly slapped her hand on the desk.
Dr. Kerr and I bounced in our chairs as if we’d both gone over a speed bump.
“Three months? Three months? Are you serious?” Mum’s posh voice was obliterated.
Dr. Kerr rolled his eyes.
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Chapters 37-38 [sitcom and ambition]

Chapters 1-2 [cardigan and conservatory]

Read these definitions of ambition.
(a)
(b)
(c)

1. Draw a cardigan.

a particular goal or aim : something that a person
hopes to do or achieve
a desire to be successful, powerful, or famous
a desire to do things and be active — usually used
in negative constructions

Write a, b, or c in the blanks to show the correct meaning
of the word ambition in each sentence.
1. ______ With her fierce ambition, she became an
Olympic athlete.

2. Is cardigan used correctly in the sentences below?
True or False

2. ______ He has no ambition; he sits all day and plays
video games.

______ David pulled the cardigan over his head
because it had no opening down the front.

3. ______ My first ambition as a child was to be a
ballerina.

______ The cardigan was made of soft yarn.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

4. Complete the word web.

Read these definitions of conservatory.
(a) a school in which students are taught music,
theater, or dance

sitcom

(b) a room or building with glass walls and a glass
roof that is used for growing plants

5. Is ambition
True or False

used

correctly

in

the

sentences

______ Since childhood, he has had an ambition to
travel to Africa.

______ I lost my ambition for food because I am sad.

below?

Write a or b in the blanks to show the correct meaning
of the word conservatory in each sentence.
3. ______ Many students in the MDG Drama Club will
attend the conservatory in the fall.
4. ______ My mom fills the conservatory with orchids.
3. ______ I want to attend
Conservatory of Music.

the

San

Francisco

______ Winning first place was his ambition.

Page 16
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Chapters 37-38 [sitcom and ambition]

Chapters 1-2 [cardigan and conservatory]

Read these definitions of ambition.
(a)
(b)
(c)

1. Draw a cardigan.

a particular goal or aim : something that a person
hopes to do or achieve
a desire to be successful, powerful, or famous
a desire to do things and be active — usually used
in negative constructions

Write a, b, or c in the blanks to show the correct meaning
of the word ambition in each sentence.
1. __b____ With her fierce ambition, she became an
Olympic athlete.

2. Is cardigan used correctly in the sentences below?
True or False

2. __c____ He has no ambition; he sits all day and
plays video games.

__F_____ David pulled the cardigan over his head
because it had no opening down the front.

3. __a____ My first ambition as a child was to be a
ballerina.

__T____ The cardigan was made of soft yarn.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

4. Complete the word web.
comedy

Read these definitions of conservatory.

television show

(a) a school in which students are taught
music, theater, or dance

sitcom
hilarity

5. Is ambition
True or False

(b) a room or building with glass walls and a
glass roof that is used for growing plants

funny situation

used

correctly

in

the

sentences

__T____ Since childhood, he has had an ambition to
travel to Africa.
__F____ I lost my ambition for food because I am sad.
__T____ Winning first place was his ambition.

below?

Write a or b in the blanks to show the correct meaning
of the word conservatory in each sentence.
5. ___a___ Many students in the MDG Drama Club will
attend the conservatory in the fall.
6. ___b___ My mom fills the conservatory with orchids.
7. ___a___ I want to attend
Conservatory of Music.
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Option 1
Have students use the graphic organizer for notes. Notice the notes are not in complete
sentences. Glue the organizer to the left side of the notebook page. On the right side of
the notebook, students use the notes to write the details in paragraph form.

Option 2
Students complete the
organizer by writing
complete sentences.
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Comprehension
This section contains a one page printable comprehension practice for each reading
selection. The chart below is the key to the types of questions for the comprehension
questions. The section also contains constructed response exercises. The constructed
response pages that are chapter specific list the chapters they should be used with. If
chapter numbers are not listed the questions are flexible and may be used at different
points in the story.
Types of Questions Key
detail / inference
main idea /
summarizing / theme
character/ setting /
plot / events
word meaning /
figurative language
text structure
point of view
different forms of the
same story
compare and contrast
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Inference – The Neighbors
Character Traits and Motives
Mood
















Figurative Language



Point of View




Problem and Solution Chain





Comparing Characters




Sequence of Events





Course of Action








Acrostic (2)




Book Covers (2)



What is normal behavior?



CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.10




Summarizing

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.9

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.7

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.6





Setting

Mood

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.5



Figurative Language
Inference – Suspects

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.4

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.3

5 Grade

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.2

th

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.1

Common Core State Standards Reading: Literature






Figurative Language








Theme





The Importance of the Wallpaper Lion





Plot Development Roller Coaster
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CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.10

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.9

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.7

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.6

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.5

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.4

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.3

6 Grade

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.2

th

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.1

Common Core State Standards Reading: Literature

Inference – The Neighbors





Character Traits and Motives





Mood





Figurative Language



Setting
Inference – Suspects







Summarizing






Figurative Language



Point of View




Problem and Solution Chain



Comparing Characters





Course of Action








Acrostic (2)




Book Covers (2)



What is normal behavior?








Sequence of Events

Mood








Figurative Language






Theme





The Importance of the Wallpaper Lion





Plot Development Roller Coaster
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CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.10

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.9

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.7

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.6

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.5

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.4

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.3

7 Grade

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.2

th

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.1

Common Core State Standards Reading: Literature

Inference – The Neighbors





Character Traits and Motives





Mood





Figurative Language



Setting
Inference – Suspects







Summarizing






Figurative Language



Point of View




Problem and Solution Chain



Comparing Characters





Course of Action








Acrostic (2)




Book Covers (2)



What is normal behavior?








Sequence of Events

Mood








Figurative Language






Theme





The Importance of the Wallpaper Lion





Plot Development Roller Coaster
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The Goldfish Boy ~ Chapters 1-2
1. The story is told from which point of view?
a.
b.
c.
d.

1st through Matthew
1st through the Jake
3rd through Matthew
3rd through the Jake

2. Which word best describes Matthew?
a.
b.
c.
d.

3. Which genre is The Goldfish Boy? Check one
from each row.
____ fiction

OR ____ drama

____ young adult lit

OR ____ horror

____ fantasy

OR ____ realistic

____ mystery

OR ____ historical fiction

5. Sequence the following events in order.
______ Penny and Gordon go to the grocery store.
______ Rory Jenkins goes for a run.
______ Jake Bishop spit.
______ Teddy and Casey come to their
grandfather’s house.
______ Mr. Charles deadheads his roses.
______ Melody walks the dog.
______ Old Nina waters the plants on her porch.

friendly
bully
obsessive
dare devil

4. Read this description of the Rectory.
Dad told me a developer had tried to flatten the
Rectory twenty years before when our houses
were being built, but it dug its hundred-year-old
foundations in and somehow managed to stay,
like a rotten, old tooth.
Highlight the personification in green and the
simile in blue.
6. Complete the chart.
Dad

Mum

behavior
toward
Matthew

7. Which passage best shows how Matthew is 8. Read this passage from Chapter 1.
treated by his neighbors?
a. Occasionally Jake Bishop from number five The bags are still where she left them: diapers,
would shout things up at me—things like bottles, a sterilizer, a monitor, tiny vests.
weirdo, freak, or nutter. It had been a long Everything my baby brother would have need if I
time since he’d actually called me Matthew— hadn’t …Well, if he were alive.
but then, he was an idiot, so I didn’t really
care what he said.

b. Mr. Jenkins set off toward High Street, waving
at Mr. Charles, who was too busy with his
flowers to notice.

This can best be described as a---.
a.
b.
c.
d.

flash forward
flashback
flash sideways
foreshadowing

c. I gave him a slow handclap through the
window, ignoring how sick I felt.
d. Mr. Charles followed her gaze and they both
stared up at me, watching them from my
window. I quickly stepped away and vanished
from view, my heart thumping.
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The Goldfish Boy ~ Chapters 1-2
1. The story is told from which point of view?
a.
b.
c.
d.

1st through Matthew
1st through the Jake
3rd through Matthew
3rd through the Jake

a.
b.
c.
d.

3. Which genre is The Goldfish Boy? Check one
from each row.
____ fiction

2. Which word best describes Matthew?

OR ____ drama

____ young adult lit OR ____ horror
____ fantasy

OR ____ realistic

____ mystery

OR ____

historical fiction

5. Sequence the following events in order.
___2___ Penny and Gordon go to the grocery
store.
___4___ Rory Jenkins goes for a run.
___6___ Jake Bishop spit.
___7___ Teddy and Casey come to their
grandfather’s house.
___1___ Mr. Charles deadheads his roses.
___3___ Melody walks the dog.
___5___ Old Nina waters the plants on her porch.

friendly
bully
obsessive
dare devil

4. Read this description of the Rectory.
Dad told me a developer had tried to flatten the
Rectory twenty years before when our houses
were being built, but it dug its hundred-year-old
foundations in and somehow managed to stay,
like a rotten, old tooth.
Highlight the personification in green and the
simile in blue.
6. Complete the chart.

behavior
toward
Matthew

Dad

Mum

Dad
wants
Matthew to do
what
normal
boys
his
age
would do like
play
pool.
Matthew
keeps
the box of gloves
hidden from his
dad.

Mum is more
understanding of
Matthew’s OCD.
She buys him
gloves, so he can
clean
without
hurting
his
hands.

7. Which passage best shows how Matthew is 8. Read this passage from Chapter 1.
treated by his neighbors?
a. Occasionally Jake Bishop from number five The bags are still where she left them: diapers,
would shout things up at me—things like bottles, a sterilizer, a monitor, tiny vests.
weirdo, freak, or nutter. It had been a long Everything my baby brother would have need if I
time since he’d actually called me Matthew— hadn’t …Well, if he were alive.
but then, he was an idiot, so I didn’t really
care what he said.
b. Mr. Jenkins set off toward High Street, waving
at Mr. Charles, who was too busy with his
flowers to notice.

This can best be described as a---.
a.
b.
c.
d.

flash forward
flashback
flash sideways
foreshadowing

c. I gave him a slow handclap through the
window, ignoring how sick I felt.
d. Mr. Charles followed her gaze and they both
stared up at me, watching them from my
window. I quickly stepped away and vanished
from view, my heart thumping.
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Constructed Response – Inference - The Neighbors
House #3
4 Chestnut Close

House #4
5 Chestnut Close

House #5
7 Chestnut Close

____________________
_____________________

_____________________
______________________

____________________
_____________________

_____________________

House #2
3 Chestnut Close

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

House #1
1 Chestnut Close

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

There were seven houses in our little
cul-de-sac. Six of them looked the
same, with square bay windows, front
doors with frosted glass panels, and
whitewashed walls. Note: The six
houses that look just alike are
duplexes.
Use inference skills to determine who
lives in each house.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.3 Compare and contrast two
or more characters, settings, or events in a story or
drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g.,
how characters interact).
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.6.3 Describe how a particular
story’s or drama’s plot unfolds in a series of episodes
as well as how the characters respond or change as
the plot moves toward a resolution.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.7.3 Analyze how particular
elements of a story or drama interact (e.g., how
setting shapes the characters or plot).
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House #6
9 Chestnut Close

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

House #7
11 Chestnut Close

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

Constructed Response – Inference - The Neighbors
House #3
4 Chestnut Close

House #4
5 Chestnut Close

House #5
7 Chestnut Close

Rectory - Old Nina
Jake Bishop who is about
the same age as Matthew

House #2
3 Chestnut Close
Mother – Claudia
Melody Bird with
dachshund named
Frankie

House #1
1 Chestnut Close
Gordon and Penny
Sullivan

There were seven houses in our little
cul-de-sac. Six of them looked the
same, with square bay windows, front
doors with frosted glass panels, and
whitewashed walls. Note: The six
houses that look just alike are
duplexes.
Use inference skills to determine who
lives in each house.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.3 Compare and contrast two or
more characters, settings, or events in a story or drama,
drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., how characters
interact).
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.6.3 Describe how a particular story’s
or drama’s plot unfolds in a series of episodes as well as
how the characters respond or change as the plot moves
toward a resolution.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.7.3 Analyze how particular elements
of a story or drama interact (e.g., how setting shapes the
characters or plot).
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Rory and Hannah Jenkins
newlyweds (married 4 years)
Rory – PE teacher

House #6
9 Chestnut Close
Dad (Brian) and Mum
plus Matthew with cat
(Nigel)

House #7
11 Chestnut Close
Mr. Charles and his
grandchildren
(Casey and Teddy)

Language Arts Skills
Day 1

Commas Rules Organizer

Day 2

Commas Rules Practice

Day 3

Commas in a Series Organizer

Day 4

Commas in a Series Practice

Day 5

Commas for Introductory Elements Organizer

Day 6

Commas for Introductory Elements Practice

Day 7

Comma Rules Game

Day 8

Root Word – mort (death) Organizer

Day 9

Root Word – vit (life) Organizer

Day 10

Root Word – mort (death) Crossword Puzzle

Day 11

Root Word – vit (life) Crossword Puzzle

Day 12

Root Word – vit (life) I Have Who Has Game

Day 13

Figurative Language

Day 14

Figurative Language

Day 15

Context Clues
Context Clues

Day 16
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Comma Rules
Comma Rules Common Core Alignment
5th Grade
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.A
Explain the function of
conjunctions, prepositions,
and interjections in general
and their function in
particular sentences.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.E
Use correlative conjunctions
(e.g., either/or,
neither/nor).

6th Grade
CCSS.ELALITERACY.L.6.2.A
Use punctuation (commas,
parentheses, dashes) to set
off
nonrestrictive/parenthetical
elements.*
CCSS.ELALITERACY.L.6.3.A
Vary sentence patterns for
meaning, reader/listener
interest, and style.*

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.2.A
Use punctuation to separate
items in a series.*

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.2.B
Use a comma to separate
an introductory element
from the rest of the
sentence.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.2.C
Use a comma to set off the
words yes and no (e.g., Yes,
thank you), to set off a tag
question from the rest of
the sentence (e.g., It's true,
isn't it?), and to indicate
direct address (e.g., Is that
you, Steve?).
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7th Grade
CCSS.ELALITERACY.L.7.1.A
Explain the function of
phrases and clauses in
general and their function
in specific sentences.
CCSS.ELALITERACY.L.7.1.B
Choose among simple,
compound, complex, and
compound-complex
sentences to signal
differing relationships
among ideas.
CCSS.ELALITERACY.L.7.1.C
Place phrases and clauses
within a sentence,
recognizing and correcting
misplaced and dangling
modifiers.*
CCSS.ELALITERACY.L.7.2.A
Use a comma to separate
coordinate adjectives
(e.g., It was a fascinating,
enjoyable movie but not He
wore an old[,] green shirt).

Comma Rules Organizers and
Practice
What You’ll Find
On the next pages you will find the following:







Organizer #1 – Comma Rules
Printable Practice to go with Organizer #1
Organizer #2 – Comma Rules for a Series of Items
Printable Practice to go with Organizer #2
Organizer #3 – Comma Rules for Introductory Elements
Printable Practice to go with Organizer #3

Following the organizer and practice is a game that mixes all the rules together in a fun,
engaging whole class or small group activity.
Organizer Versions
Three different versions of the organizers are provided.




Version #1 ~ The first has lines where students write the definition and
examples.
Version #2 ~ In the second version, students must fill in blanks in the
definition and write examples.
Version #3 ~ The third version is completed. It may be used as an answer
key, as a sample for students to follow, for differentiated instructions, or for
students who were absent.

Instructions for Making the Organizers
1) Print the organizer on colored paper.
2) Have students trim around the sides of the

organizer on the lines.
3) Fold on the dotted line and cut on the solid
lines to form flaps.
4) Have students complete missing
information.
5) Label the flaps.
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Jeopardy Comma Rules Game
This game contains 7 cards for each category to prevent wasting paper when
printing. You may wish to limit the number of playing cards depending on the
amount of class time you have to play the game.
For this game, the six categories are all
topics related to The Goldfish Boy:







OCD
Kidnapping
Cats
Pool
Graveyards
Bullying

Each card contains a fact about the topic. The sentences are missing commas. To
earn credit for the question, students must correctly tell where the commas should
go.
To play the game as a whole class activity, you can place the cards in a pocket
chart. Once a category and point value has been called, you will need to place the
card under a document camera to display on a SmartBoard or similar device.
To simplify this, I have created a PowerPoint version (using only 5 questions for
each catogory). You can get the PowerPoint version from my Google Docs using this
link:

Additional Ways to Use the Cards
I like to place one card at a time under the document camera for viewing on the
SmartBoard. If you do not have a document camera, you can achieve this same
result opening this file on your computer and enlarging the screen size so that one
card fills the screen at a time. Students take turns correcting the sentences. This
can be made into a game activity by simply dividing the class into teams and
awarding points for correct answers.


I like to use a soft ball. Students pitch the ball from one to another. The
person holding the ball must answer the question (correct the sentence)
before tossing the ball to a student who has not had a turn. The ball rotates
until all cards have been used or all students have had a turn.



Place one card on the Smartboard for students to write correctly as part of
morning review or for practice for standardized tests.
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Root Words
The root words MORT and VIT were selected
because these roots are part of the
vocabulary words for Chapters 16 and 17.
°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸ ><(((('>
Chapter 16 — The Graveyard
mortified (verb) - to cause (someone) to feel very embarrassed and foolish
synonyms:

ashamed, degraded, humiliated, confounded, shamed, humbled

The bench was old, but the tree was ancient. I wondered if it had been mortified to find
a bench being built around its base after all those years of being perfectly happy without
one.
°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸ ><(((('>
Chapter 17 — The Rectory
vital (adjective) - extremely important
synonyms:

crucial, critical, central, necessary, very important, of the essence

Killing the germs was vital, and if it wasn’t hot, then they wouldn’t die.
°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸ ><(((('>

Common Core Standards
5th Grade
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.4.B
Use common, gradeappropriate Greek and Latin
affixes and roots as clues to
the meaning of a word
(e.g., photograph,
photosynthesis).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.4.C
Consult reference materials
(e.g., dictionaries, glossaries,
thesauruses), both print and
digital, to find the
pronunciation and determine
or clarify the precise meaning
of key words and phrases.

6th Grade
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.4.B
Use common, gradeappropriate Greek or Latin
affixes and roots as clues to
the meaning of a word
(e.g., audience, auditory,
audible).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.4.C
Consult reference materials
(e.g., dictionaries, glossaries,
thesauruses), both print and
digital, to find the
pronunciation of a word or
determine or clarify its
precise meaning or its part of
speech.
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7th Grade
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.4.B
Use common, gradeappropriate Greek or Latin
affixes and roots as clues to
the meaning of a word
(e.g., belligerent, bellicose,
rebel).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.4.C
Consult general and
specialized reference
materials (e.g., dictionaries,
glossaries, thesauruses),
both print and digital, to find
the pronunciation of a word
or determine or clarify its
precise meaning or its part of
speech.

Root Word Organizers
Hexagon Fold
Instructions
o
o
o
o

Print organizers onto colored paper.
Have students cut the organizer out on the lines indicated.
After filling in the missing information, students will fold each hexagon in half.
Students may label the outside of each flap with the word (and its definition).

Differentiated Instruction
Option #1 ~ For more advanced students, have students write words containing the
root along with definitions on the outer flap. Once the flap opens have students write
short sentences containing the words on the lines provided.
Option #2 ~ Have students write words containing the root on the outside of the flaps.
Open each flap and write the definition for the word.

Words vary from
those pictured.
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Figurative Language Common Core Alignment
6th Grade

Figurative Language
Similes, Metaphors, Personification, Hyperbole
Adages, Idioms, and Proverbs

Sound Devices
Onomatopoeia, Repetition,
Alliteration, and Rhyming Words

5th Grade

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.4
Determine the meaning of
words and phrases as
they are used in a text,
including figurative
language such as
metaphors and similes.

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.4
Determine the
meaning of words
and phrases as they
are used in a text,
including figurative
and connotative
meanings; analyze
the impact of a
specific word choice
on meaning and tone.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.5.5
Demonstrate
understanding of
figurative language, word
relationships, and
nuances in word
meanings.

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.6.5
Demonstrate
understanding of
figurative language,
word relationships,
and nuances in word
meanings.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.5.5a
Interpret figurative
language, including
similes and metaphors, in
context.

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.6.5a
Interpret figures of
speech (e.g.,
personification) in
context.

7th Grade
CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.4
Determine the
meaning of words
and phrases as they
are used in a text,
including figurative
and connotative
meanings; analyze
the impact of rhymes
and other repetitions
of sounds (e.g.,
alliteration) on a
specific verse or
stanza of a poem or
section of a story or
drama.
CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.4
Determine the
meaning of words
and phrases as they
are used in a text,
including figurative
and connotative
meanings; analyze
the impact of rhymes
and other repetitions
of sounds (e.g.,
alliteration) on a
specific verse or
stanza of a poem or
section of a story or
drama.
CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.7.5
Demonstrate
understanding of
figurative language,
word relationships,
and nuances in word
meanings.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.5.5.b
Recognize and explain the
meaning of common
idioms, adages, and
proverbs.
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8th Grade

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.8.4
Determine the
meaning of words
and phrases as they
are used in a text,
including figurative
and connotative
meanings; analyze
the impact of specific
word choices on
meaning and tone,
including analogies or
allusions to other
texts.

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.8.5
Demonstrate
understanding of
figurative language,
word relationships,
and nuances in word
meanings.

Figurative Language Organizers
Three Door Flip


Print the organizer onto colored paper.



Students will fill in the missing information in the blank spaces.



To make the organizer, trim around the four edges on the lines indicated. Fold the
page in half vertically on the dotted lines. Cut on the lines indicated on the inside
of the organizer, up to the fold so that the organizer opens with three flaps.
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Context Clues
Common Core Alignment
5th Grade

6th Grade

7th Grade

8th Grade

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.5.4.a
Use context
(e.g.,
cause/effect
relationships
and
comparisons in
text) as a clue
to the meaning
of a word or
phrase.

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.6.4.a
Use context (e.g.,
the overall
meaning of a
sentence or
paragraph; a
word's position or
function in a
sentence) as a
clue to the
meaning of a word
or phrase.

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.7.4.a
Use context (e.g.,
the overall
meaning of a
sentence or
paragraph; a
word's position or
function in a
sentence) as a
clue to the
meaning of a word
or phrase.

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.8.4.a
Use context (e.g.,
the overall
meaning of a
sentence or
paragraph; a
word's position or
function in a
sentence) as a clue
to the meaning of a
word or phrase.

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.5.5.c
Use the
relationship
between
particular
words (e.g.,
synonyms,
antonyms,
homographs)
to better
understand
each of the
words.

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.6.4.d
Verify the
preliminary
determination of
the meaning of a
word or phrase
(e.g., by checking
the inferred
meaning in
context or in a
dictionary).

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.7.4.d
Verify the
preliminary
determination of
the meaning of a
word or phrase
(e.g., by checking
the inferred
meaning in
context or in a
dictionary).

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.8.4.d
Verify the
preliminary
determination of
the meaning of a
word or phrase
(e.g., by checking
the inferred
meaning in context
or in a dictionary).
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Context Clues Organizers
Three organizers are offered. The first contains 4 context clue
types, the second contains 6 context clue types, and the third
contains 8 context clues types.
The organizers come in three versions:
 The first has lines where students write definitions and sample sentences.
 The second copy of the organizer includes the definitions with key words
missing for students to fill in. Students must also write definitions and
sample sentences.
 The third copy is completed. It may be used as an answer key, as a
sample for students to follow, for differentiated instructions, or for
students who were absent.

Instructions for Making the Organizer
1.
2.
3.
4.

Print the organizer on colored paper.
Have students trim around the four sides of the organizer on the bold lines.
Fold on the dotted lines and cut on the solid lines to form six flaps.
After discussing the types of context clues, have students write a definition and
a sample sentence for each type on the lines provided.
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If you like this unit, you might also like some on the following book units found at Teachers Pay Teachers:
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Font
Walk in the Park Dotty Font

Clipart
Microsoft
Office
Clipart
Gallery
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Teachers Pay
Teachers
http://www.teacherspayteac
hers.com/Store/Gay-Miller

Visit my
website at
http://bookunitsteac
her.com/

Visit me on
http://www.pinterest
.com/lindagaymiller/
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